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view, in which collections of activities, their interactions and exchanges are modeled andsupported. The exploitation of the workow paradigm in scienti�c application domainssuch as the geo-sciences, however, has rarely been studied yet; the goal of this paper isto remedy this situation. In particular, we will show, using environmental control andmonitoring as a case study, how workow management can prove useful, since it helpscombine an environmentalist's expertise on process modeling with his or her need forappropriate data management.While a number of workow management systems for business applications are al-ready commercially available, systems for scienti�c applications exist at best as researchprototypes. One goal of the WASA project, described in the course of this paper, isto remedy this situation. Speci�cally, WASA tries to take the particular requirementsof these applications into account; among these, high modeling and speci�cation exi-bility as well as platform independence [1, 10] seem to be most crucial. We show howWASA can be used in supporting the complex cycle of process and data modeling inenvironmental-related sciences. In particular, we investigate planning processes in geo-processing applications, formalize these processes as workows, and show how they canbe supported by a prototypical workow management system we have been developingin the context of the WASA project.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overviewof the life-cycle of design and development of typical applications in geoprocessing.Section 3 shows how workow management can be exploited to support these activities.This section uses a real-life example as motivation to the paper, which concerns thedevelopment of a map of �re risks for a given region. Section 4 describes the WASAprototype and shows how it can be used in geo-processing applications by instantiatingthe example in it. Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.2 The Life-Cycle of Applications in Geo-ProcessingThere are di�erent types of users who work with computational tools in the domainof geo-processing: beginners, casual users, expert users and application designers. Thelatter are responsible for developing new tools and applications to be used by the others.Very often, expert users work closely with designers. We here look at such applicationsfrom the point of view of designers, i.e., people who are knowledgeable in the applicationdomain (e.g., biologists, ecologists, soil scientists) and, at the same time, know how totake advantage of available computational tools.More speci�cally, we are interested in issues concerning projects related to the en-vironment (e.g., monitoring); we will refer to these applications as geo-applications,denoting the fact that they deal with geo-referenced data. This �eld encompasses alarge spectrum of scienti�c activities. This variety is due �rst to the fact that the term2



geo-referenced concerns any data that is associated to its location on Earth and thuspotentially to all existing natural phenomena and human-made artifacts on Earth. An-other issue is that, for any set of such data, distinct views and needs exist, depending onthe scientist/expert that is conducting the experiment (e.g., social scientist, engineer,geologist, ecologist).Users who design geo-applications currently take advantage of a variety of compu-tational tools which help spatial analysis and cartographic presentation. An importantset of tools is o�ered by Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are systems thatallow storage, querying, management, and visualization of geo-referenced data.From a macro point of view, the life-cycle of a geo-processing environmental appli-cation can be considered in four major steps: real-world modeling; geographic databasespeci�cation and loading; implementation; and monitoring [12].Real world modeling comprises data and process modeling, and corresponds to select-ing, abstracting and generalizing the entities of interest to the user, showing how theyvary through time. The output of this activity directs the de�nition of the database,as well as speci�es the function libraries and model parameters that are to be used to-gether with data stored in the database. Implementation concerns the use of databasesand libraries, combining functions and producing new data, either directly by means ofprograms or, more frequently, using a gis. The result of the implementation is usually aset of maps and tables, which will be used by experts to determine how to act on somesituation (in our example of the next section, how to better prevent �re risks). Finally,the monitoring phase concerns checking the actions determined by the experts to �ndout whether the previous application phases were developed correctly.Process modeling refers to constructing a mathematical model that describes opera-tions involving the stored data representations, and includes the simulation of naturalphenomena. Process modeling is based on, for a given problem, selecting the phenomenaand mathematical set of equations on the phenomena that simulate the correspondingreal-world situation best. Process models run on data which has been organized accord-ing to a data model. A data model provides the tools and formalisms needed to describethe logical organization of a database, as well as to de�ne the allowed data manipulationoperations. After the modeling stage, data is stored in some database.The de�nition of the databases to be used for a given application is called inventoryby the users. In this stage, users indicate data sources that must be collected andcombined in order to present an adequate view of the reality. Once data is collected andstored, the process model is \invoked"[11], i.e., a sequence of algorithmic transformationsis applied to data. This actual execution of the process model on data corresponds to theactual implementation of the application, which is preceded by analysis of alternativesfor this implementation.The output of the implementation phase is analyzed by the users, in order to de�ne3
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MONITORINGFigure 1: Life-cycle of geo-processing applications.policies to be taken. Furthermore, once policies start to be enacted, there has to beconstant monitoring to verify the adequacy of the policies, and this may even go backto model re�nement. Each step provides feedback to the others.Figure 1 gives an overview of the steps involved in designing and executing geo-applications, and which are described in detail in [13]. These steps constitute the basisof an environmental application design methodology, which is now being used withsuccess in helping users specify their applications in order to maximize data reuse.Briey, the methodology supports user activities in speci�cation and implementationof geo-processing applications in terms of a sequence of data and information transfor-mations. Data sources can be of any type (�les, user actions, etc). The development ofan application is a process that is triggered by the need for solving an environmentalproblem, and whose �nal output is a combination of electronic data and policies andstrategies that direct the implementation of the solution.In conclusion, a common and typical geo-processing life-cycle comprises �ve globalsteps: de�nition of objectives; modeling; inventory and database creation; implementa-4



tion and strategy de�nition and monitoring. Each step comprises several substeps ortasks, which can be accomplished by di�erent means (automatic or manual). As shallbe seen in the next section, these steps can naturally be modeled by workows, and canthen be supported automatically by a workow management system.3 Exploiting Workow ManagementWorkow management combines inuences from a variety of disciplines, including coop-erative information systems, computer-supported cooperative work, groupware systems,and active databases. Its major application area has so far been in the business �eld [9];as the modeling of business processes has become a strategic goal in many enterprises,a further step is to optimize or to re-engineer them, with the goal of automation inmind. Various tools are now commercially available which support such business pro-cess re-engineering. Once the modeling and speci�cation of business processes has beencompleted, they can be veri�ed, optimized, and �nally brought onto a workow man-agement system. Besides the traditional �eld of workow management, i.e., businessapplications, new domains emerge, among which scienti�c ones play a major role [15, 1].In general, workows can be characterized as the automated control and managementof processes in businesses and other organizations. The structure of these processesand the structure of the organization performing them are speci�ed in workow models[8, 9]. In general, workows consist of a set of related activities which are executed byprocessing entities [14]. The building blocks of process models are activities. Activitiesare units of work as perceived by the modeler. Each activity includes a description ofwhat it codes for, the data used and generated by the activity, formalized as typed inputand output parameters, resp. Activities can be speci�ed in a variety of ways, includingtextual descriptions (e.g., in email or a �le), forms, messages, or computer programs.Processing entities which can perform tasks may be humans or software systems, e.g.,mailers, application programs, or database management systems.3.1 Modeling Geo-Processing Processes as WorkowsThis section provides a brief analysis of how user procedures in designing and developinggeo-applications can be appropriately modeled by workows. Consider the sequence ofsteps depicted in Figure 1. First, this high level description can be seen as a speci�cationwhere activities are expressed as a sequence of discrete steps with clear proceduralorder, well-determined input and output, and speci�c execution constraints. Second,many of these activities (e.g., inventory) demand intervention and cooperation of several(human) agents, whereas others can be completely automated (e.g., when gis functionsare invoked). Third, the output of each step can be used as input to some previous5



step, reecting the fact that the modeling and interpreting of natural processes is anever-ending activity.For these reasons, it appears appropriate to exploit workows and workow man-agement in geo-applications. Clearly, there are several issues which are not covered ad-equately by existing commercial workow management systems. Indeed, existing toolsare geared towards business applications, whose designers have a clearer understand-ing of the rules governing them. In such domains, constraints are better understoodand thus easier to specify. In geo-sciences, on the other hand, each application can beseen as one-of-a-kind, its speci�cation being tailored to a speci�c region of the Earth'ssurface, for a given set of goals, to be acted upon by a distinct group of agents. Forthis reason, scientists working on geo-sciences �nd it hard to reuse past results, sinceeach application is, in a sense, unique. This uniqueness of speci�cation creates severalproblems to the use of standard workow management systems. Nevertheless, thereare steps that can be repeated (e.g., procedures for data collection such as digitization)and many databases can be reused, if the data therein is described appropriately. Theproblem, from the users' point of view, is to specify the sequences of activities in a waythat will allow this reuse.As we show in the remainder of this paper, the WASA system we have developedpresents a solution to these problems. We also point out that a characteristic of geo-applications is the intensive use of gis technology. In fact, data are stored in severalsource �les, and their analysis is performed by means of combining gis computationaltools. Visualization of results is also provided by the gis graphical interface, usuallyby means of cartographic representation. This need for invoking speci�c tools is alsohandled well by a workow management system. As we shall see, WASA allows inter-spersing of human and computational activities, which are mediated by the workowmanagement system.3.2 Geo-Applications as Scienti�c ExperimentsThis section provides an example of using workows to specify a geo-application, heretreated as experiment in geo-sciences. As remarked previously, there is a wide spectrumof such applications. In spite of all this diversity, scienti�c experiments involving geo-referenced data are basically composed of three main steps: data gathering (inventory)data analysis (modeling) and production of output (implementation). These three ac-tivities form the starting point of any workow for describing these experiments. Theyconstitute the kernel of the methodology sketched in the previous section, and corre-spond to the activities that are more prone to automation. The Monitoring and theDe�nition of Objectives phases (see Figure 1) are essentially human activities that pre-cede and follow the automated steps. Yet these activities can still be monitored by aworkow facility, as human actors that perform them can signal to the computer that6



they are executing some task, which in turns help documenting the entire developmentprocess.From now on, we refer to the workows describing these activities as geo-workows,to di�erentiate them from other types of workow. This sequence of activities { datagathering, analysis and obtaining of results { is, of course, essentially applicable toany scienti�c application. Wherein then lie the di�erences? First, the data handled ingeo-workows must include at least one geo-referenced data set; second, the analysisactivities performed must comprise some sort of spatial inferencing and computation;third, the solution approach is sensitive to the geographic region being studied and thetemporal framework; �nally, the result is often also geo-referenced, generally producingone or more maps.Another distinguishing characteristic of geo-workows lies in the agents and rolesinvolved in their execution. The handling of geo-referenced data is essentially multidis-ciplinary, and therefore the execution of these workows is frequently conducted in acollaborative way. It is true that this also applies to a scienti�c framework in general,but the actors and roles found in geo-workows are often very dissimilar from each other,thereby requiring a better supporting computing environment for group work.We stress that, from our point of view, a large spectrum of geo-applications can beactually treated as scienti�c experiments on geo-referenced data. Indeed, when dealingwith real-world phenomena, the building and testing of models is performed empiri-cally, by teams of scientists, who often need to rely on their experience in order tode�ne adequate modeling variables and parameters. Furthermore, application output(the experimental results) is prone to interpretation and, in several cases, are not pre-determined from the start of the execution of an application. For instance, a study tocorrelate the inuence of di�erent anthropic factors in the pollution of a given area canbe performed by an application that, given relevant geo-referenced data, will producemaps and correlation tables. It is only on interpreting maps and tables that the per-sons responsible for the application (designers and expert users) will be able to drawconclusions not only about the correlation, but also about the hypotheses that guidedthe application development. Again, in this sense, geo-applications can be treated asscienti�c experiments. Literature on developing such studies (e.g., see [5]) con�rm thisanalogy between geo-application and scienti�c experiment.3.3 A Geo-Workow Case StudyWe will analyze a speci�c instance of a geo-workow next. This case study correspondsto an adaptation of an experiment which was conducted to evaluate �re risks in thecounty of Piracicaba, Brazil [3], which required developing a geo-application using acommercial gis. The geographic area concerned is a natural preserve belonging tothe Forestry Research Institute of the State of S~ao Paulo. Though this preserve is7
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Map QualityFigure 2: Top-level geo-workow.dedicated to di�erent sorts of experimental research (e.g., on biology), it contains somerecreation areas. The county of Piracicaba is densely populated, highly industrialized,and surrounded by sugar cane plantations. All these factors contribute to creating �rerisks in the preserve. The experiment was dedicated to producing a \�re risk map", i.e.,a map classifying the preserve into regions according to the probability of presenting a�re hazard.Figure 2 shows the top-level geo-workow that was used to specify the three basicactivities mentioned (in Figure 2, these activities are numbered 3, 4 and 5, respectively).We should point out that, for the purpose of this paper, we will often make simpli�cationson assumptions and activities performed during an experiment, since our goal is topresent a typical geo-workow (and not a scholarly description of the experiment, to bere-used by experts in environmental research).This geo-workow in question originated from the need to solve the problem to \de-termine �re risk", for the area described by \natural preserve at 220 S, 470320 W". Thestatement of the problem can be considered to be the event which triggered the execu-tion of the geo-workow. The description and location of the area of study are essentialfor determining what variables should be considered in the experiment. Activity 1, per-formed by a group of experts, produced the speci�cation of the phenomena that shouldbe analyzed for this speci�c problem, time frame and geographic location: relief, landuse, vegetation, hydrography, roads, and historical records of �res for the region. Thespeci�cation of data and parameters to be considered characterize this geo-applicationas a particular empirical experiment.Next, two activities were launched in parallel: Model speci�cation (Activity 2) anddata gathering (Activity 3). Data gathering was performed in parallel by several teams ofpeople, as often happens in geo-processing activities. It consisted of checking on alreadyavailable data sources and, if necessary, performing �eld work to collect additional data.The activities involved in data gathering are speci�ed according to the nature of data8



desired, using di�erent devices at distinct scales, and may include manual work (e.g.,map digitization).Model speci�cation is a highly empirical activity. In the geo-sciences, models providethe basis for a simulation of the dynamics of the real-world, being a description of thekey processes involved in such dynamics. A model in this sense usually consists of asystem of equations which mathematically describe such behavior. The \execution"of a model, for a speci�c set of data, is called analysis (i.e., application of speci�cfunctions to data collections). Models are inuenced by the type of study conducted,the temporal and spatial scales considered, and the goals of the experiment. Someexamples of the models found in environmental research can be found in [6]. Suchmodels range from deterministic to heuristic, and may vary from a merely qualitativeappraisal of phenomena to a speci�cation of complex equations. Model building forthis type of problem is achieved on a trial-and-error basis, by answering the followingquestions [6]:� What are the spatial units considered and their interactions?� How do relative sizes and locations of these units a�ect the variables and ecosystemfactors considered?The model built for the experiment under consideration consisted on a sequence ofweighted average calculations, to combine the di�erent data sources de�ned during Ac-tivity 1. The weights correspond roughly to the importance a given factor would havein �re propagation. For instance, �re risk increases with proximity to humans and de-creases where vegetation is more dense; areas with native vegetation are less prone to�res than areas which have been replanted; �re propagates faster along steeper inclines,and so on. Some weights were time-dependent, e.g., in valley regions �re risks weredeemed higher during the day period than at night.Activity 4 (Analysis) consists of computing the model using the data gathered. Inthe example, this computation used the map overlay method, in which each data sourceis transformed into a map and the maps are progressively superimposed to form the�nal result. The computations performed by an overlay can be described, at a high levelof abstraction, as a sequence of (weighted) matrix additions. Map overlays are usuallyperformed automatically, using a gis, but intermediate results must be checked in orderto interrupt the experiment and re�ne the model or gather more data (i.e., go back toActivities 2 and/or 3, as shown in Figure 2 by the dotted lines).The result of the analysis activity was a �re risk map, which was the input toActivity 5 (Assess map quality). In this speci�c experiment, the map was consideredto be acceptable within the speci�ed error margin, and therefore the experiment wasconcluded. Quality assessment consists of checking the result against some controldata. In the problem studied, it consisted of checking the map produced against maps9



created from historical �re data, to evaluate the accuracy of the �re risk map producedby Activity 4. Quality assessment was done visually by a team of experts. In morecomplex cases, this would be done automatically by again invoking gis functions, orspatial software/geo-statistics libraries.We point out that it is not always the case that such experiments work at �rstshot. Very often, Activity 5 indicates that the analysis result is not satisfactory andtherefore Activities 2 or 3 may have to be executed again. The re-execution of Activity3, in particular, is preceded by Activity 6 Model calibration, which consists of makingadjustments to the model (e.g., by changing parameter weights).We also point out that, from a computational point of view (and as far as this geo-workow is concerned), this experiment was considered concluded with the productionof the �re risk map. In reality, such a map would next be analyzed by a di�erent set ofexperts and local government authorities in order to determine preventivemeasures to betaken to diminish �re hazards. Policy determination and follow-up are activities that areoften found in environmental experiments. They were not included in the geo-workowsince they were outside the control of the group that conducted the experiment.Before proceeding to a re�nement of the workow, let us examine the agents androles involved in the execution of this geo-workow. Data sources and �les are discussedin Section 3.4 in the re�nement of Activity 3. There were three kinds of human actors:technicians, experts on environmental modeling, and �re �ghters. The latter partici-pated in Activities 1 and 5 in a consulting role. Technicians were basically employed indata gathering and in running programs in the analysis phase. Environmental expertsplayed consulting and speci�cation roles in all activities but Data gathering (activity3). Computerized procedures were used as actors in Activities 3 and 4.The execution of each activity involves choosing among several acceptable alterna-tives. For instance, Activity 5 might have been executed automatically by programs,rather than visually by human experts. Therefore, this same workow might have haddi�erent executions (instantiations). In WASA, this would characterize storing distinctgeo-workow models for the same experiment.3.4 Re�nements of the Top-Level WorkowFigure 2 can be re�ned into a variety of sub-workows. We will here indicate onlyhow to re�ne Activities 3 and 4, but all others could have been equally decomposed.Activity 1, for instance, is performed by combining sequences of meetings of expertsinterspersed with getting data on other �re risk analyses conducted in areas with similarcharacteristics. The goal of such an activity is to use past experience to help determinethe adequate sources and world dynamics model to be applied.Data gathering (Activity 3) requires launching several independent geo-workows,each dedicated to collecting data of a di�erent nature. Figure 3 shows the re�nement of10
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mergeFigure 3: Re�nement of Activity 3 and details of eliciting road map �le.this activity and its instantiation for production of the \road map" input data �le. Forthis type of problem, practically all data gathering tasks are subdivided into producinga basic map (Activity 3.1), correcting errors (Activity 3.2) and adjusting coordinates(Activity 3.3). Error detection is an integral part of spatial information processing.Understanding and limiting errors at this stage (data gathering) is fundamental to con-trolling the quality of the result (during Activity 5). The execution of these threesub-activities varies widely according to the data sources, scale, devices, etc.In our case study, vegetation and hydrography were already available in digital mediaand thus did not need to go through all steps of gathering; the only issue in the case ofthese two data types was identifying the appropriate �les, as far as geographic regionand time frame were concerned. On the other hand, other data sources had to be created(e.g., scanning) in order to allow the application to run.An example of a data �le that was created for this experiment was the \road map"�le. Let us briey examine how this data set was produced. In this case, three di�erentdata sources were processed and combined (see the lower part of Figure 3): a highwaypaper map (provided by the municipality), a power line paper map (provided by the localelectric power company) and a pathways digital map (generated by walking or ridingalong existing small paths using a di�erential GPS1). Why would a power line map beused to help generate a road map? In fact, high voltage lines imply the existence ofsmall paths directly underneath, that must always be kept clean of vegetation, in order1Global Positioning System { an electronic device that, used in conjunction with signals sent fromorbiting satellites, gives a very accurate description of one's location.11
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ModelFigure 4: Initial re�nement of analysis activities.to allow line repairs and maintenance checks. This is an example of a very commonactivity in geo-referenced data gathering { using a given data source (here, power lines)to derive another kind of data (pathways).Activity 4 (Analysis) is also broken into Activities 4.1 (Coordinate transformation),4.2 (Scale homogenization) and 4.3 (Model application) as shown in Figure 4. Activities4.1 and 4.2 are performed sequentially to adjust all the data sets produced by Activity 3to the same spatial framework. For instance, the study was conducted on scale 1:10,000,but the vegetation data available was stored at scale 1:25,000. Therefore, special algo-rithms had to be applied to the vegetation map in order to convert it to the desiredscale.Activity 4.3 (Model application) is one of the most complex parts of the analysis. Itincludes sub-activities such as data generalization, classi�cation and spatial clustering,some of which can be executed automatically, while others may require human moni-toring. It also often requires deriving data. In the example, experts had to derive a\land-use" data map from available data sources. Land use denotes the partitioning ofa region in areas according to the predominant use of the area (e.g., industrial, agricul-tural, mining), and often needs the intervention of experts who know the area of study.Land use maps are often obtained by examining available socio-economic and naturalresources data. Another instance of data derivation at this stage was the constructionof an intermediate \solar exposition" map. Given relief and cardinal orientation data,one can determine the degree of exposition to solar rays of a given area, which in turnhelps de�ning regions where vegetation will be drier than others (and thus more proneto �res), having been more exposed to the sun.We omit further workow re�nements, since they proceed vastly along the lines of there�nements described above. Experimental procedures are described at length in [3]. Weconclude this section by a few remarks. First, the analysis procedure described is highlysimpli�ed. Analysis is the gist of all scienti�c geo-experiments. Second, this type ofexperiment is highly dependent on the expertise of the researchers who de�ne the initialparameters (data sources) and the relevant process model. This knowledge cannot beembedded \in" the workow. As we will see next, in WASA it is stored apart using amixture of knowledge base technology and textual documentation. Finally, most of theactivities, especially 1, 2, and 5, are highly dependent on collaborative work. Again,this typically requires additional tools. 12



4 The WASA ContributionAs we said in the Introduction, computerized support for scienti�c environments has notyet come across an exploitation of workow management, though such environmentscould pro�t considerably from this technology. The WASA environment tries to �llthis need, by providing scientists with a workow-based environment, whose goal isto support scientists document and develop their experiments. Its major focus is onapplications in the natural sciences and in laboratory environments.In this section we �rst describe the WASA architecture as well as the operation ofits system. We then look into the application discussed in the previous section, showinghow it can be supported by WASA, pointing out the relevant system characteristicswhich distinguish it from other workow systems.A �rst prototype of WASA has been implemented using Java and a commercialrelational database system [17, 16]. This prototype has been tested on various cases,and we are now re�ning it in order to extend its functionality. We briey commenton a prototypical implementation of the core part of the WASA system, namely theworkow engine. This component aims at enhancing the exibility of existing workowmanagement systems while providing a high degree of platform independence [15]. Theterm \exibility" refers to the ability of users (or system administrators) to changeworkow models while workows execute (also known as dynamic modi�cation [2]).Furthermore, the prototype supports exible workow modeling by allowing to reuse pre-existing component workow models in multiple other workow models. In the previousgeo-workow this would mean re-using part of the speci�cation in other applications.4.1 System ArchitectureThe design decisions of supporting exibility, providing dynamic modeling capabilities,and delivering platform independence have led to the system architecture shown in Fig-ure 5. Loosely speaking, the WASA protoype consists of a workow engine, a databaseserver and workow clients. The architecture relies on the fact that scienti�c experi-ments, speci�ed as workows, are stored in the system's database as workow models.Models are instantiated at each workow execution.Essentially, this is a client/server architecture, where the server reads workow mod-els from the underlying database, controls the execution of workows, and performs otherimportant services like role resolution. Internally, it is composed of the workow engineas core and the database server which accesses application data stored in the database.Both components are connected to the database by a JDBC interface, and the databasecontains workow-related data (like workow models and role descriptions) as well asapplication-speci�c data.Users access the workow system using workow clients. The basic functionality13
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of a workow client is to inform users (agents in general) of activities to perform. Wehave implemented two types of workow clients: Clients can be (i) stand-alone Javaapplications, or (ii) Java applets which are interpreted by Web browsers. We nowcomment on the respective properties of these alternative implementations.Since the Java byte code of an applet can be transferred when the workow client isstarted (by accessing the workow client URL), the applet version of a client requires aWeb browser on the client side only. Due to security restrictions, local data accesses arenot allowed for Java applets. Stand-alone Java applications do not have this restriction.In particular, workow clients can access the local �le system and may start arbitraryapplication programs to implement activities. However, they have to be installed on theclient host before they can be used, which requires the Java byte code of the applicationand a Java interpreter. In both cases, the communication between the workow serverand the workow clients is based on the TCP/IP protocol.4.2 System OperationWhen the workow server is started, it reads all workow models from the database anddisplays those which can be started immediately. In general, a workow model, whichcan be seen as a labeled, directed graph, can be started if it does not have any (pending)incoming control connectors. By selecting the workow model, a new workow instanceis created. At any point in time, the system may control multiple instances of a givenworkow model. Hence, the system supports concurrent execution of multipleworkows.For each activity of a workow, the corresponding workow model holds executioninformation. For atomic activities, there are two options: either the activity is im-plemented using a software system (e.g., a database system) without involvement of aperson, or a person is responsible for executing the activity. The former activities arecalled automatic, while the latter are manual activities.Persons executing manual activities have their workload controlled by the workowengine, by means of a work item list. Each person has a list of tasks (work items) forexecution, helping the system identify responsibilities and bottlenecks. When a manualactivity is started in a workow instance, the workow engine assigns some person toexecute that activity, and sends a work item on the work item list of that person. Theperson selects that item from his/her work item list, and an application program isstarted on the workstation of that person. When the manual activity is completed theperson noti�es the system, which then decides on the next activity to start. When theworkow terminates, the person who started the workow is noti�ed.The workow server creates a log �le which includes information on the creationand termination dates of the workow and its activities and role resolution information.This historical information on workow executions can be used to analyze and optimizeworkows. 15



4.3 Using WASA for Geo-WorkowsWe next analyze how the example geo-workow can be executed in WASA. Activity 1{ determine phenomena { is a manual activity performed by experts (scientists) and�re �ghters. Model building is done in a cooperative way, but while in most real-life situations experts start from scratch to determine the appropriate model, usingWASA they can try to �nd out about previous experiments, by browsing the databaseof workow models, or by simply inspecting the workow models that are retrievedby the workow server for starting. In particular, \research on other experiments"includes browsing the workow database to retrieve geo-workows built to documentthe execution of similar experiments. Thus, in order to allow reproducibility, WASArequires that these procedures be monitored in detail.Data gathering (inventory) is represented by assigning tasks to di�erent technicianswhich are to provide the desired data sources. This requires putting work items in thelists of di�erent people/departments, e.g., \digitize map of Highway 82" is a typical workitem speci�cation that may be sent to the person responsible for the geo-referencing dataprocessing department. We remark that these people or departments may be situatedat di�erent sites, and that the entire procedure of task assignment and execution mayproceed remotely, being monitored by WASA.Once each data �le is created, the workow manager is noti�ed, and the next step(analysis) begins only after all data gathering tasks are signaled as completed. Analysisis a task performed by a person who is knowledgeable about the gis being used. Thisperson will receive the work item \execute model X using data A, B, C" and will thendevelop a gis program combining these data sources according to the model speci�ca-tion. When this program is completed, the result is stored in a �le and the workowengine is noti�ed of this (work item is taken from the list). Once the map is produced(analysis result) the workow execution is �nished, and the map is sent to experts foranalysis.We �nally point out a few important issues. First, this automation of schedulingof procedures optimizes execution of tasks in parallel. This is very important, for in-stance, in activities involving production of electronic data (e.g., digitization of papermaps), since the work item distribution allows technicians to organize their daily workby choosing from this list tasks according to their duration or priority. At the sametime, this allows the execution of several experiments within a given organization atthe same time, each of which following distinct task scheduling policies. Second, theexistence of a workow database allows documentation of the tasks involved in the exe-cution of a given application, which is in itself very useful. Third, this documentation,expressed in terms of executable workows, will allow repeated execution of a given setof steps. What is even more interesting from a geo-application point of view, this willalso allow reusing parts of the application speci�cation to design and implement similar16



experiments. Using again the �re hazard example, the workow can be used to directapplication developers to create applications for areas where similar conditions exist(i.e., weather, vegetation, human occupation etc).5 ConclusionsThe main goal of this paper has been to show, through a detailed case study takenfrom a real-life empirical experiment, that workow management is a reasonable tech-nology to exploit in the area of geo-processing. Indeed, the typical tasks comprisingany experiment in that domain can adequately be cast in the form of a workow model,which is capable of appropriately capturing the relevant process as well as data aspects.However, commercial workow management systems will vastly fail to support experi-mental environments, due to the fact that they are based on a compilation instead of aninterpretation approach; in other words they require complete workow speci�cationsto be compiled into executable code whose execution is then controlled by the workowengine. As the case study we have described inevitably supports, basing experimentalworkows on an interpretative approach is de�nitely more suited.Clearly, a variety of issues remain to be resolved. One of them is to actually build aworkow-intensive environment for geo-processing applications, which integrates devicesand procedures throughout an experiment's life-cycle. Considering that technology ingeo-data gathering and processing encompasses a wide range of sophisticated devices,ranging from palm-top to mainframe machines, and including high-resolution graphicaldevices or satellite-based instruments, an integrated environment in which a workowengine acts as the core component is not easy to build. This has both technical aswell as conceptual reasons. For example, palm-top computers are far from being ableto act as workow clients. Moreover, the variety of software tools already in use ingeo-applications is di�cult to interface to a workow system, since they are all basedon distinct protocols or languages. A way out of this situation could be to constructthe workow system around component software, an e�ort currently undertaken in thegroup at the University of Muenster.Another issue is to obtain a collection of \prototypical" workow models that arisefrom a larger number of geo-processing experiments, in order to enable casual users(e.g., environmental specialists or biologists) to build their work lists with the help ofthe computer. To this end, we envision a repository of geo-workows representing a largecollection of past experiments into which novel users can do some form of \mining" inorder to grasp a handle on their speci�c tasks. It therefore seems that the introductionof workow management into the �eld of geo-processing applications is not only fruitful,but has only just begun. 17
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